**Vegetable Slicing Machine** *(Mandolin)*

This vegetable slicing machine has been designed to be easy to use: It has one handle to hold in position during the chef’s work, a smooth inclined plane, a perfect adjustment of the blades by milled nuts (6) and one adjustable foot. With the conception of the blade holders delivered with this vegetable slicing machine, you easily switch from 10 to 60 blades (4) (including 38 combination) in a few seconds and revert to the embossed or plain central blades (2) in a simple operation. After a long period of usage, you can sharpen the knives and reverse the “Bron” to correct the play of the blades for more precise cuts. Easy to clean: no more screws and nooks everywhere to catch food. Each part is smooth and quick to take down. The vegetable pusher does not limit the size of your vegetables and avoids waste by creating fewer vegetable heels. Comes with combinations of 30, 18, 10 (including 38 or 60) blades, carver and waffle. All stainless steel 18/10 construction, blades in tempered steel.

Dimensions: 14 1/4" L x 4 1/2"W x 6 3/4" H

6754595  Vegetable slicing machine, 4 lbs.  
6754596  Pusher for vegetable machine, 1 lb.

**Cheese Blockers 40 lb. Capacity**

The easiest and safest way to cut blocks and wheels of cheese. Prepare bulk cheese for cubing, slicing, shredding and packaging. This cheese blocker will accommodate blocks up to 40 pounds and wheels up to 35 pounds. All stainless steel construction makes it easy to clean.

6751837  12 1/4” x 16 1/2” cheese blocker  
6751838  18” replacement wires, 3 per bag

**Cheese Grater**

2502305  Electric hard cheese grater 10” x 16.5” x 23.5” ht.  
120V 10 AMPS

**Food Processor**

Each processor is simple to operate, quickly and easily processing foods of all kinds... vegetables, fruits, nuts, cheese, bread and more. Our processor reduces your preparation costs and time by producing up to 850 lbs. of processed foods per hour. Interchangeable cutters and grids provide an almost infinite variety of slicing/dicing/grating combinations to consistently produce the perfect size and thickness for your specific need. Simply insert the quick change components—no tools, no delay. Cleaning is just as easy! Our sanitary design has only three easily removable parts to clean. Parts wash quickly and stack neatly out of the way. Both units feature heavy-duty construction with aluminum and stainless steel food surfaces. Plates are optional.

Dimensions: 23”L x 19”H x 9 1/2”W  
Shipping weight: 46 lbs.  
Electrical: 1/2 h.p./115 volts/60 hz/8.8 amps

2500060  Food processor

Dimensions: 18”L x 16”H x 9”W  
Shipping weight: 41 lbs.  
Electrical: 1/3 h.p./115 volts/60 hz/5.7 amps

2500030  Food processor  
2500091  Extra grid plate  
2500092  Extra cutter plate
PBI Tabletop Vacuum Tumbler

Our tumblers are produced from FDA and USDA approved, High Density Poly-ethylene for durability and long life. Molded baffles provide a variety of mixing actions, while the seamless construction allows for easy cleaning. Vacuum tumbling is a unique process that utilizes the combined effects of a vacuum drawn container and a tumbling process, a perfect condition for marinating, pickling, tenderizing, flavoring, spicing and breading an assortment of meats, poultry, fish, fruits and vegetables. Our table top tumbler mixers have applications especially adaptable to the needs of smaller meat plants, test laboratories, restaurants and other food service operations.

Features

- Longer shelf life
- Superior color
- Increased tenderness
- Larger variety of products, more consistent moisture and salt levels
- Increases binding capabilities
- Variable speed 5 to 28 revolutions per minute available
- Dimensions: 28”W x 15”D x 18 1/2”H
- 40 lb. capacity
- 10 gallon polyurethane tumbling drum

7630122 40 lb. Tabletop tumbler with optional vacuum pump - U.L. approved - polyethylene drum
28” x 15” x 18.5” - 110 Volt

7630127 Replacement 40 lb. poly drum for 40 and 80 lb. tumblers

Everson Spice Marinades

800-082A Dixie’s herb & garlic, 12/1 lb.
800-081A Mesquite, 12/1 lb.
800-080A Texas tumbler BBQ, 8/2 lb.
800-079A Lemon pepper, 12/1 lb.
800-116A Helen’s Teriyaki Marinade 8/2 lb.
800-018A New Greek’s delight, 12/1 lb.
800-055A Santa Cruz with lime, 12/1.5 lb.
800-049A Louisiana cajun, 8/1.6 lb.
100-184A Burgundy pepper, 12/1.5 lb.

CALL FOR PBI SERVICE (562) 595-4785 • (209) 839-9280 • (INSIDE CA) 1-800-352-3792 • (OUTSIDE CA) 1-800-421-3753
### Food Processor

**2502851**  
Cutabletomato 51 - Fruit & Vegetable cutter/dicer - 1/2H.P. 120 Volt

Vegetable and Fruits cut properly by the Cutomatic:
- Tomatoes, peppers, oranges, melons, watermelons, plums, bananas, peaches, strawberry, grapes
- Cucumbers- cleanly out without scraping (tearing)
- Boiled vegetables for serving cold potatoes, carrots, squash, etc.

### Food Processors

Vegetable prep attachment specially designed for quality, continuous feed slicing, shredding, grating and julienne.

**2501925**  
Food Processor W/ 1/2 H.P. & R209 (1/8" Grating), R211 3/16" slicing plate 120 volt

**2501900**  
Food Processor W/ 1/2 HP Motor - includes two plates

### Hand Mixer

**2502560**  
Pusher series D - Food preparation machine with two discs - specify 208 - 240 volt, 3 phase - ETL

**4307600**  
One speed power mixer 24" overall - 120 volt

**Great for sauces, salsa, gravies, & agua fresca**